
Maine Quilt Shop Hop 2024 Free Pattern


	 Table Runner using 5” Charm Squares


Finished size 20” x 58”


Fabric Amounts 

(24) 5” Shop Hop Charm Squares

Fabric A  Any coordinating fabric you choose for the star, 1/3 yard

Fabric B  Any neutral fabric you choose for the setting triangles, 2/3 yard


Backing Fabric   Wide Backing, 3/4 yard

Binding Fabric 1/2 yard


Cutting and Piecing Directions 

For each star choose (8) 5” charm squares 

 

Cut one 2 3/4” WOF strip for the star points  (Fabric A, your choice of fabric)

	 subcut each strip into (24) 2 3/4” squares  (piece 1)


Cut three 5” squares from Fabric A or a coordinating fabric for the center of the star 
(piece 2)


For each star, add the snowball corners to 4 of the 

charm squares. 

Mark a line diagonally from 2 corners on each 

2 3/4” square (piece 1) on the wrong side of fabric

 





Align one piece 1 to a lower corner of a charm square with 
the line touching the center sides of the 5” charm square. 
Line the edges up carefully. Sew along the drawn line. 
Trim 1/4” from sewn line and discard the triangles. Press 
out.




Add a second piece 1 to abutting corner. Repeat sewing, trimming and pressing to 
form 4 blocks.


Arrange blocks in 3 rows as diagram shows, using charm squares in corners and piece 
2 in the center. Sew each row and press. 


Sew rows together to finish 1 star block. Trim to 14” square.


Repeat above directions to build 2 more star blocks.




Setting triangles. 

Side Triangles From a neutral background fabric B cut one 20 1/2” 
WOF strip. Subcut into one 20 1/2” square. Cut this square along 2 
diagonal lines from corner to corner. This makes 4 side triangles.


 

End Triangles  From the remaining neutral strip B, cut (2) 10 
3/4” squares. Cut each square diagonally, making 4 end 
triangles. 


Attach side triangles to edges of star blocks as shown. Center star will have 2 side 
pieces attached. Top and bottom star will have one side piece attached.







Sew blocks together









End triangles


Add 4 end triangles to top and bottom edges. 


Add batting and backing  (24” x 64”). 

Quilt

Bind using your favorite method.

Finished size with 3 stars   20” x 58”



